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exist    Almost  it seems as  though it were a sequela of
external facts, or as though it could reach its highest point
only when chiming in with some generally valid idea.    It
seems constantly to be affected by objective data, drawing
only those  conclusions   which   substantially agree with
these.   Thus it gives one the impression of a certain lack
of freedom, of occasional short-sightedness, in spite of every
kind of adroitness  within  the  objectively circumscribed
area.   What I am now describing is merely the impression
this sort of thinking makes upon the observer, who must
himself already have a different standpoint, or it would be
quite impossible for him to observe the  phenomenon of
extraverted thinking.    As a result of his different stand-
point he merely sees its aspect, not its nature; whereas
the man who himself possesses this type of thinking is
able to seize its nature, while its  aspect escapes  him.
Judgment made upon appearance only cannot be fair to
the essence of the thing—hence the result is depreciatory.
But essentially this thinking is no less fruitful and creative
than introverted thinking, only its powers are in the service
of other ends,   This difference is perceived most clearly
when extraverted thinking is engaged upon material, which
is specifically an object of the subjectively orientated think-
ing.   This happens, for instance, when a subjective con-
viction is interpreted   analytically from   objective  facts
or is regarded as a product or derivative of objective ideas.
But, for our Scientifically' orientated consciousness, the
difference between the two modes of thinking becomes
still more obvious when the subjectively orientated think-
ing makes an attempt to bring objective data into connec-
tions not objectively given, i.e. to subordinate them to
a subjective idea.   Either senses the other as an encroach-
ment, and hence a sort of shadow effect is produced,
wherein either type reveals to the other its least favourable
aspect.   The subjectively orientated thinking then appears

